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TERMS & CONDITIONS 

OPERATIONAL GUARANTEE 

SURF TRANSFERS

ADULT

CHILD

SURF TRANSFER FLAT RATE SURF TRANSFER BUNDLES

$150++/transfer

$90++/transfer

+$75++
2nd transfer/same day;

+$55++
2nd transfer/same day

NON-SURF
GUESTS

$30++/transfer

*Second transfer is tide and weather dependent
*+1 Transfer can be added to a bundle for $135++/adult

or $80++/child, but cannot be purchased singularly

3x

5x

7x

10x

- The offer of 1 surf transfer/day is guaranteed (safe weather permitting) 

- The offer of a 2nd transfer is offered if tides permit  

- The time of the transfer and the conditions of use are clearly communicated to each guest 

- No minimum persons to operate

- Surfers are entitled to surf Vodi any time during their stay at Niyama with no extra cost 

- Public transfer times change daily due to tide. Location is chosen by surf guides based on guest abilities and general consensus 

- A second transfer in the same day is not guaranteed, an additional $75++/adult and $55++/child will be billed if a second transfer is joined

- Bundle holders can join the second transfer for the same fee above, or use a second transfer from their bundle

- Bundles must be purchased before joining a surf transfer to be applicable, otherwise the Flat Rate pricing will apply 

- Adult Bundles may be shared with 1 other individual (child or adult) within the same booking/room; 1 transfer/person 

- Children bundles may be shared with other children (not adults) within the same booking/room;  

  parent must accompany the excursion, or a Niyama surf guide hired for private guiding/coaching

- Value of non-used transfers can be applied towards FLOAT water sports activities during current stay only

- No refunds of unused transfers

- All prices are in USD and are subject to 10% service charge and 12% government tax

Transfers Adults Children
(Under 12)


